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Harvest 

Your mushrooms start growing in the
first 7 days. After mushrooms pin,

they double in size every day. Watch
them grow and harvest them when they
stop growing. Now it's time to cook !

See a little 
further in the 

instruction guide 
to see when to 

harvest your 
mushrooms  
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Enjoy

Enjoy your mushrooms and try to have a
bonus crop from your kit.

You'll never eat
fresher

mushrooms, take
time to enjoy

them !  

Variaties of oyster mushrooms
Grey oysters Pink oysters Yellow oysters

7-10 days of
growth 

harvest when the
edges of the

mushrooms turn
brown 

The oyster
mushroom is

widespread in many
temperate and

subtropical forests 

Almond flavors Sweet taste

10 days of
growth 

Harvest when
they stop growing
before they start

getting whiter 

The pink oyster is
a tropical
mushroom,

preferring warmer
temperatures and
high humidity.  

Taste like chestnuts

10 days of
growth 

Harvest when 
they stop growing 
before they start 

getting whiter

Native to eastern
Russia, northern

China, and Japan. In
far eastern Russia,  It
is the most popular wild

edible mushroom 

Learn more about your kit ?!
Before opening

You can keep your kit at room temperature up to 3
months before opening.  

After the growth ?
Try to have a bonus crop : For that, remove the 
substrate bag from the box and submerge it with 
water ( in your sink for example ) for 1 night. Then, 
place it back in the box and repeat the setup 
instructions on another side of the substrate bag.

Upcycling. An important step !

Finally, you can use your substrate as soil
amendment. Crumble your block and put it on the
top of your plants. It will provide them
mushroomm energy ;). 

Fridge can be used for Grey oysters and 
yellow oysters for 4 months conservation  



Your mushroom 
grow kit

Remember : This kit is 100% guaranteed to grow. If you have any 
questions reach out to us we'll help you at : contact@blue-farmers.fr

Instructions

All our kits are proudly handmade in the Maine | USA

bluefarmers69bluefarmers69

Now, it's time to share your 
experience with us, take a photo !
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Water

Cut an "X" into the substrate bag with
a knife, and mist the soil twice a day

with the spray included in the kit ( 10-
15 sprays each time is perfect ).  

Spray must be 
filled up with 

tap water 
or rain water

 
Beware to not remove the bag or spread it. It helps

your mushrooms grow by keeping the soil moist 

Leave your kit on your kitchen counter

with indirect sunlight and open the box

by removing the front perforated panel. 
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Open

Oyster 
mushrooms 

need light and 
regular air 

flow to grow 
well !  


